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A History of Taxing Capital Gains in New Zealand: Why Don't
We?
MELINDA JACOMB*

This article considers how New Zealand has treated and
taxed or, rather, not taxed capital gains. It attempts to cast
light on why there is no comprehensive capital gains tax
regime in New Zealand when this tax treatment is an
orthodox part of almost all other OECD countries' tax
systems. This article begins by placing New Zealand's
approach to taxing capitalgains in an internationalcontext,
setting out the main argumentsfor a capitalgains tax. Then,
startingwith PremierJohn Ballance 's Land and Income Tax
Assessment Act of 1891, the article surveys the introduction
of income taxation in New Zealand The 1891 Act
introduced the income tax that we know today. However,
due to the distinction drawn between capitaland revenue by
a long history of case law and a redraft of the Act in 1900,
our modern day "income tax" does not capture incomefrom
capital gains. The article then traces four key attempts in
more recent political history to capture capital gains
through the introduction of a form of capital gains tax. The
article concludes with a summary of the core existing
provisions in the Income Tax Act 2007 that function to
capture some types of capitalgains and a reflection on what
the taxfuture may holdfor capitalgains in New Zealand
I INTRODUCTION
Once upon a time there was a country, far, far away, at the bottom of the
globe. It was a scenic land with sparkling lakes, snow-capped mountains,
rolling green farmlands and majestic fiords. The people who lived there paid
no capital gains tax on any of the land they sold. In fact, they paid no capital
gains tax on any assets at all. And everyone lived happily ever after.
The End?
Unfortunately, things are not always as simple as they seem.
New Zealand's statute books do not have, and never have had, a
capital gains tax (CGT) - at least not in name. A separate or specific CGT
is required to capture capital gains because of the long-held distinction
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between capital and revenue - a core element of the New Zealand tax
system. Section BB 1 of the Income Tax Act 2007 (ITA) imposes tax
liability on taxable "income" and s CA 1(2) provides that "income" includes
"income under ordinary concepts". A corresponding provision in s DA 2(1)
further provides that expenditure of a capital nature is not deductible against
taxable income. Aside from the inclusive guidance of s CA 1(2), New
Zealand's income tax legislation does not further define "income". Instead,
judges, since the United Kingdom's earliest modem income tax legislation,
have sought guidance from pre-existing trust law concepts of "income". In
this way, capital gains have been distinguished from other types of receipts
and excluded from the ordinary concept of income in tax law. This has
resulted in receipts from capital gains escaping tax liability in common law
jurisdictions unless specifically taxed under a CGT provision or some other
provision that expressly deems a particular type of capital gain to be taxable
income.
A number of our current ITA provisions impose tax liability ad hoc
on various types of capital gains. Despite this, significant capital gains slip
untaxed through the New Zealand tax net. These are capital gains that would
otherwise be taxed under a catch-all CGT, but are not captured by the
current definition of income.
This tax treatment of capital gains distinguishes New Zealand from
most Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
countries. Of our fellow OECD members, only the Netherlands has no
comprehensive CGT and does not broadly tax capital gains as ordinary
income either.' The Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Norway, Poland,
Portugal and Turkey are also unusual, not for failing to tax capital gains, but
because they appear to generally tax capital gains as normal income. The 25
remaining OECD countries all have specific capital gains tax regimes, as do
South Africa, Russia, Brazil, India, Latvia and Lithuania.2
This article examines how New Zealand's tax system has treated
capital gains since the introduction of modem income taxation in 1891. It
begins by briefly setting out the arguments for taxing capital gains and
surveying the introduction of income taxation to New Zealand. It then traces
the high points of the debate on CGT, namely, the four key (unsuccessful)
attempts to introduce a form of taxation on capital gains. The article
1

2

The Netherlands taxes capital gains on substantial interests (more than five per cent) in equity shares
and gains on assets made available to closely related entrepreneurs or companies. Additionally, a
"box 3" system taxes income from savings at an assumed notional yield of four per cent on the
average net capital assets of households. This is intended to proxy actual returns in some
combination of current period payout plus capital appreciation thereby countering tax planning
incentives to artificially convert taxable income into capital gain. Hong Kong, Singapore and
Taiwan also do not generally tax capital gains (but are not OECD members). See Calista Cheung
Policies to Rebalance Housing Markets in New Zealand (OECD Economics Department, Working
Paper No 878, 1 July 2011) at Annex for a comparison table of CGT by country.
Brazil, India and South Africa are OECD "enhanced engagement" states and Russia, Latvia and
Lithuania are OECD accession candidate states. See "Members and partners" OECD
<www.oecd.org>; and "Global OECD boosted by decision to open membership talks with Colombia
and Latvia with more to follow" (30 May 2013) OECD <www.oecd.org>.
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concludes by summarising the main types of capital gains captured by the
current Income Tax Act and reflecting on 50 years of CGT debate in New
Zealand.
Background: Why Tax Capital Gains?
Many tax scholars and economists have criticised the gaps in the New
Zealand revenue system that allow some capital gains to remain untaxed.3 In
popular media, our lack of a CGT has been blamed for housing market
inflation in Auckland,4 as well as the New Zealand love affair with property
investment. 5 It has also been portrayed as symptomatic of land-owning
politicians protecting their own wealth.6 However, there is room to argue on
both sides of the debate. The United Kingdom and Australia - both of
which have a CGT - experienced similar inflation in property values as
New Zealand over the past 10 years - evidence that a CGT is no silver bullet
against property inflation.7 There are also strong arguments that the CGTs
operating in other countries are expensive to administer, do not significantly
increase the overall net tax revenue generated and present politically
contentious issues. Moreover, implementing a CGT gives rise to practical
difficulties, such as exemptions for owner-occupiers' homes, the realisation
versus accrual basis of a CGT and the treatment of capital losses.8
Despite these arguments against a CGT, when the tax system as a
whole is analysed according to Adam Smith's four tenets of effective
taxation, it is immediately clear that failing to tax capital gains creates
horizontal inequity.9 That is to say, two people with the same annual income
and in the same social circumstances may not pay the same amount of tax if
one receives part of his or her income from capital transactions.' ° For
example, a New Zealand tax resident earning income from employment or
from investment in the form of royalties, interest or dividends will be taxed
incrementally at a rate of 10.5 to 33 per cent on that income. However,
3

4

5
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9
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See OECD Economic Surveys: New Zealand 2013 (OECD Publishing, Paris, 2013); OECD
Economic Surveys: New Zealand 2011 (OECD Publishing, Paris, 2011); and "New Zealand 2011
Article IV Consultation - Preliminary Concluding Statement" (21 March 2011) IMF
<www.imf.org> at [26].
Editorial "Capital gains tax may be the answer" The Dominion Post (online ed, Wellington, 17
November 2013); and Gareth Morgan "Gareth Morgan: Bold tax treatment of housing needed to end
the bubble" The New Zealand Herald(online ed, Auckland, 9 July 2013).
Fiona Rotherham "Capital gains tax will level the playing field" Sunday Star Times (online ed,
Auckland, 27 October 2013).
Brian Rudman "Brian Rudman: Ruling party politicians as safe as houses" The New ZealandHerald
(online ed, Auckland, 20 November 2013).
Clinton Alley and others New Zealand Taxation 2012: Principles,Cases and Questions (Brookers,
Wellington, 2012) at 112-113.
Robert McLeod and others Tax Review 2001: Final Report (The Treasury, October 2001) [McLeod
Report]; and Tax Review 2001: Issues Paper (The Treasury, June 2001) at [2.27]-[2.29] [2001
Issues Paper].
Adam Smith An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations (Oxford University
Press, London, 1976) vol 2 at 825-827. The four tenets are equity, certainty, convenience and
efficiency.
Where "income" is defined in a broader economic sense, rather than according to the narrower tax
law definition.
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another New Zealand tax resident benefitting from a capital asset's passive
gain in value may pay no tax at all on the profits sourced in this way.
Vertical equity is adversely affected as well. This is dramatically illustrated
by the potential tax-free profit of more than $6,000,000 per year, earned over
the last 18 years, by a group of Taiwanese investors on a piece of farmland
in South Auckland." The efficiency of our tax system is also compromised,
as the lack of CGT creates a tax incentive to invest in tax free, capital gain
producing real property, rather than other, more economically productive,
types of investment. The inefficiency resulting from a tax system distorting
the economy in this way is known by economists as "deadweight loss".
While capital gains and CGT are perhaps synonymous with real
property in New Zealanders' minds, the picture is broader than real estate.
The Labour Party's most recent CGT proposal would capture investment,
commercial and rural properties, along with shares, assets in trusts,2 inherited
assets, farms, intellectual property sales, and non-inheritance gifts.'
II THE INTRODUCTION OF INCOME TAXATION IN NEW
ZEALAND: DID IT CAPTURE CAPITAL GAINS?
The tax system first introduced into New Zealand comprised a series of
excise taxes on luxury commodities such as alcohol, tobacco and sugar. 3 At
the time, the modem income taxation model was relatively new and
controversial. William Pitt the Younger had first introduced an income tax in
the United Kingdom in 1799 as a temporary means of funding the
Napoleonic Wars.' 4 After a rocky on and off start, income taxation
reappeared in the United Kingdom in 1842 under Robert Peel, becoming a
permanent fixture on the taxation landscape due (in part) to the fiscal
demands of the Crimean War 12 years later.'5
The Capital/Revenue Distinction
It was unclear if the Income Tax Act 1842 (UK) taxed capital gains. 6
Schedule D of the Act covered "annual profits or gains" from trade,
commerce and the professions. This was generally assumed to mean
"annually recurring and generally secure income", so casual profits and one11
12
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15

16

Anne Gibson "Land bought in 1995 for $890,000 - owner will sell for $112m" The Nv Zealand
Herald (online ed, Auckland, 1 June 2013).
See Phil Goff "Labour's Fairer Tax System Explained ....... (press release, 20 July 2011).
Census and Statistics Office The New Zealand Official Year Book 1931 (Wellington, 1930) at 315319; and Paul Goldsmith We Won, You Lost. Eat That! A political history of tax in New Zealand
since 1840 (David Ling Publishing, Auckland, 2008) at 18.
Duties Upon Income Act 1799 (UK) 39 Geo III c 13.
Sir Robert Peel (1788-1850) "was the eldest son of a wealthy cotton manufacturer ... who was
made baronet by William Pitt the Younger." He was British Prime Minster from 1834-1835 and
1841-1846 and founded the Conservative Party and the London police force, who are still known as
"bobbies" after him: Norman Gash Jr "Sir Robert Peel, 2nd Baronet" Encyclopaedia Britannica
<www.britannica.com>.
Income Tax Act 1842 (UK) 5 & 6 Vict c 35.
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off sums were excluded.' 7 This distinction was based on the long-standing
principle that income consisted of the fruit of the tree, rather than the tree
itself.'8 Resistance to taxing any part of the tree (capital or capital gains) as
"income" was based in the trust law concept of "res". The courts expected
trustees to preserve the res (the subject matter of the trust) so that any
increase in the value of the res (growth of the tree) became a part of the trust
property.' 9 With significant aristocratic estates being settled in trusts often with a beneficiary receiving a life interest in the property - it was
critical to establish what was income (and therefore available to a
beneficiary to spend) and what was capital(and therefore had to be conserved
for future generations). As British historian and Cambridge University
Professor Martin Daunton put it, "[t]he life tenant had to be prevented from
cutting down the trees on the estate and taking the proceeds as income" so
that heirs were not left with "a denuded estate." 2 °
When income taxation was introduced, the established concept of
income from the law of trusts was transferred across to the definition of
income for the purposes of taxation and was confirmed by the courts.2 ' But
the distinction between income (revenue) and capital was not always clear.
As early as 1903, the Lord Chancellor struggled with the definition of
income in Secretary of State in Council of India v Scoble, pointing out that
the income tax acts were not intended to tax capital, but admitting:22
I do not think it is a matter on which one can dogmatise very
clearly. ... The income tax is not and cannot be, I suppose from

the nature of things, cast upon absolutely logical lines, and to
justify the exaction of the tax the things taxed must have been
specifically made the subject of taxation ...
Daunton argues that although capital gains had not been specifically
included as income in the legislation, it might have been possible for them to
be caught under the Act as an annual profit or gain, as "annual" could mean
the income of a particular year, as opposed to an annually recurring
income.23 Nevertheless, the British Inland Revenue never pursued this
interpretation and was apparently of the view that capital gains were not
income for the purposes of taxation.
The issue of whether capital gains on real property were caught
under sch A (income from land) of the Income Tax Act (UK) caused more
17
18

19
20
21
22
23

Martin Daunton "What is Income?" in John Tiley (ed) Studies in the History of Tax Law (Hart
Publishing, Portland, 2004) 3 at 7.
The "tree" and "fruit" analogy comes from Eisner v Macomber 252 US 189 (1919) where the United
States Supreme Court discussed "the tree and the fruit" and "the land and the crop" and found that
the two were separate. See also Lawrence H Seltzer The Nature and Tax Treatment of CapitalGains
and Losses (National Bureau of Economic Research, New York, 1951) at 1-16 and 256-262.
Daunton, above n 17, at 8.
At 8.
At 7-8.
Secretary of State in Council of India v Scoble [1903] AC 299 (HL) at 303; and see also Daunton,
above n 17, at 7.
Daunton, above n 17, at 7.
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serious difficulties, particularly regarding the reversionary value that a
landlord received when a leasehold interest expired. Again, it was generally
accepted that this reversionary value was not taxable as income, although the
status of income from land remained a major political issue.24
Ballance's Land and Income Tax Assessment Act 1891
The Colonies complained that a British-style income tax was impractical,
"highly objectionable, and [the] most difficult and expensive to collect"."
Nonetheless, New Zealand's Liberal Party finally followed the British
example of income taxation on 27 August 1891 against a background of
serious government debt.26 Led by the Rt Hon John Ballance, the Liberal
Party promised tax cuts for the majority in the 1890 election. The Party also
promised a new, progressive tax system that would extract more money from
a small and wealthy minority. 27 The Party's win was secured by a broadened
voter criteria - the 1890 election was the first election under the extended
male voting franchise that gave representation to all European men over the
age of 21, regardless of land ownership status. In keeping with the catch
phrase "no taxation without representation", it seems fitting that broader
voting representation coincided so closely with the introduction of an acrossthe-board direct tax on income.
This first successful tax on income in New Zealand involved three
taxes: tax on ordinary land, tax on land in large estates and tax on income.28
Income was taxed progressively but at a level where only 2.5 per cent of the
29
population paid tax - an extremely low percentage by modem standards.
Companies paid income tax at a flat rate of five per cent. For those New
Zealanders who were liable to pay this early income tax, it was unclear
whether capital gains were taxable. Although the Land and Income
Assessment Bill 1891 was debated in both the House of Representatives and
the Legislative Council, "no member explained exactly what the proposed
legislation meant by the word income".3" In principle, a CGT is a type of tax
on current income, albeit normally postponed until the investment is sold.
For this reason, it has also been called a postponed current income tax.31
The Land Income Assessment Act 1891, when passed, made no
distinction between income sourced from capital gains and other income. On
24
25
26
27
28
29

30
31

At 6-7.
Henry Sewell, quoting John Ramsey McCulloch, a Scottish economist authority on tax in the early
1800s: (22 September 1865) NZPD 589.
Alley and others, above n 7, at [1.8.1(5)].
Goldsmith, above n 13, at 80.
Land and Income Assessment Act 1891.
Section 15 and schs D-E; and James Edward Le Rossingnol and William Downie Stewart State
Socialism in New Zealand (Harrap, London, 1910) at 133 as cited in Goldsmith, above n 13, at 8081.
Land and Income Assessment Bill 1891; and Kevin Holmes The Concept of Income: A MultiDisciplinaryAnalysis (IBFD Publications BV, Amsterdam, 2001) at 216 (emphasis in original).
Maples, above n 26, at [1.4.2]; and Simon James and Christopher Nobes The Economics of
Taxation: Principles,Policy and Practice(Prentice Hall, New York, 1996) at 13.
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the plain and ordinary meaning of the words in the Land and Income
Assessment Amendment Act 1892, it appeared to tax both.3 2 "Income
derived from business" was defined to include profits derived or received:3 3
(a) From any trade, business, manufacture,
undertaking, or concern of whatever nature:

adventure,

(b) From the purchase, sale, or other disposition of real or
personal property, or of any right, estate, or interest therein ...
Yet it is unclear whether or not this was ever enforced.3 4 John Prebble
suspected that "this obligation was honoured [only] in the breach".35 There
was no British legislative precedent to tax capital gains in this way and it
seems likely to have been a drafting mistake rather than an intentional effort
to broaden the tax base.36 This view is consistent with the established case
law inherited from Britain, along with local precedents that saw New
Zealand judges follow the views of British judges for decades. The express
removal of income tax liability on all capital gains from real estate eight
years later, by s 59(3) of the Income Tax Act 1900, also adds weight to this
theory. Additionally, it appears to be confirmed by the confusion recorded in
the parliamentary debates when the Legislative Council considered the Land
and Income Assessment Amendment Bill in 1892. The Hon Edward Stevens
37
provided insight into the general understanding of the definition of income:
There is, however, one provision in it to which some attention
might be drawn. It is now made to include, inter alia, "income
derived from the purchase, sale, or other disposition of real or
other personal property, or of any right, estate, or interest therein."
It is difficult to understand the meaning of that. It is possible that it
may mean that, if an individual buys land and sells it at a profit,
this profit is to be disclosed, and a tax to be levied upon it. Perhaps
my honourable friend will explain that to us in Committee as we
go on.
Unfortunately, no response to Mr Stevens' question was recorded. However,
his request indicated the general understanding that the definition of income
in the 1891 Act (and the 1892 Amendment Act) did not include capital
gains.38 As the clear wording of the statute did appear to catch capital gains

32
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The Land and Income Assessment Amendment Act 1892 "took effect from the beginning of the
operation of income tax in New Zealand because the 1891 Act did not come into force until the year
commencing 1 April 1892." All of the 1892 tax legislation was retroactive, receiving the royal
assent on 11 October 1892: Holmes, above n 30, at 216, n 280; and see also John Prebble "Why is
Tax Law Incomprehensible?" (1994) 4 BTR 380.
Land and Income Assessment Act Amendment Act, s 17(4).
Holmes, above n 30, at 217, n 281.
At 217.
At 217.
(4October 1892) 78 NZPD 602.
Land and Income Assessment Act 1891; and Land and Income Assessment Amendment Act 1892.
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this most likely (and logically) accounts for
within the definition of income,
39
Mr Stevens' uncertainty.
III ATTEMPTS IN RECENT POLITICAL HISTORY TO
INTRODUCE A TAX ON CAPITAL GAINS
While actual tax rates have fluctuated dramatically, and more complex rules
are regularly added to close loopholes in the regulatory framework, the
income tax system implemented by Mr Ballance in 1891 remains the basic
scaffold for New Zealand's tax system. Between 1911 and 1965 many
industrialised countries supplemented their income tax systems with a CGT.
This was justified by the more comprehensive Schanz-Haig-Simons
definition of economic income, where an individual's "income" was equal to
the total value of his or her consumption plus the total change in his or her
net worth.4 ° In 1965, the United Kingdom introduced a CGT on capital gains
made by individuals, personal representatives and trustees disposing of
assets. This supplemented the tax on short-term capital gains introduced by
the Finance Act 1962 (UK).41 As New Zealand has been heavily influenced
by British tax law, it was only a matter of time before this innovation was
considered here.
In 1967, the New Zealand Taxation Review Committee (known as
the Ross Committee) first considered the introduction of a New Zealand
CGT.4 2 Along with recommendations to reduce income tax rates, abolish
land tax and introduce a comprehensive tax on goods and services, the report
rejected the possibility of taxing unrealised capital gains, citing problems
with valuation and adminisiration. However, 43the report was generally in
favour of taxing realised capital gains. It noted:
If it is accepted that any system of taxation should embody the
principle of treating equally those who have equal capacity to pay
then it is difficult to justify the exemption of capital gains from all
forms of taxation while income from effort is taxed in full.
The Taxation in New Zealand: Report of the Taxation Review Committee
(Ross Report) concluded "the introduction of a realised capital gains tax is
desirable on the grounds of equity provided the rates of tax are moderate"."
The report proposed a possible system for taxing realised capital gains,
including: deeming capital gains as realised on the death of the taxpayer;
39
40
41

42
43
44

Holmes, above n 30, at 217-218.
Henry C Simons PersonalIncome Taxation: The Definition ofIncome as a Problem of FiscalPolicy
(University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1938) at 49.
Finance Act 1962 (UK), s 10(3). The tax on capital gains proved unpopular and was repealed in
1971, leaving only one comprehensive capital gains tax. See Peter G Whiteman, Malcolm Gammie
and Mark Herbert Whiteman on CapitalGains Tax (4th ed, Sweet & Maxwell, London, 1988).
LN Ross and others Taxation in New Zealand: Report of the Taxation Review Committee (October
1967) [Ross Report].
At [995].
Ross Report, above n 42, at [1008].
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exempting an individual's principal private residence and chattels up to a
certain value; and taxing on a sliding scale at a rate of 10 to 35 per cent
depending on how long the asset had been held. It called for public
consultation and further research before a CGT was implemented. This was
to be the first of many recommendations in favour of a CGT, but no further
action was taken at this point.
1973: The Third Labour Government's Property Speculation Tax
Instead of introducing a CGT, the Third Labour Government focused on
property speculation. It attempted to address the issue with an extension to
the ad hoc regime that had developed to capture a specific set of capital
gains identified as problematic. Amendments to the ITA captured those
problematic capital gains by deeming particular capital gains to be ordinary
income and therefore taxable at a marginal rate.
The government's concern about rampant property speculation
resulted in the Property Speculation Tax Act 1973, which became law in
August 1973. The Act applied to all dispositions of land taking place on or
after 15 June 1973 and imposed a harsh, punitive tax of up to 90 per cent on
capital gains from property sold within two years of acquisition. The tax was
levied on a sliding scale, depending on how long the property had been held
prior to sale - from 60 per cent of the assessable profit if held for 21-24
45
months, to 90 per cent if held for six months or less.
The property speculation tax exempted capital gains that were
already caught as income by the predecessor of s CB 7 and ss CB 10-CB 13
of the ITA, but only where "substantial improvements" had been effected.46
There were also exemptions for houses purchased as a personal residence or
as a business premise when two criteria were met. First, where there was no
intention of resale at profit and, secondly, when the reason for resale
developed after the purchase and was not principally to realise a profit.
These sales had to be declared to the Inland Revenue Department (IRD)
alongside an "acceptable reason" for an early sale, such as moving to another
town, a change in family circumstances or an unsatisfactory feature of the
property.47
1982: Muldoon Recoups Previously Allowed Deductions on Real
Property
The unpopular tax lasted six years. It was repealed by the Muldoon
Government's Property Speculation Tax Repeal Act 1979 after the Rt Hon
Norman Kirk's sudden death in office and National's return to power. The
Rt Hon Robert Muldoon and the Third National Government made other ad
45
46
47

Property Speculation Tax Act 1973, s 3(2); and Inland Revenue Department "Archived legislative
commentary: Property Speculation Tax" (7 June 2013) Inland Revenue <www.ird.govt.nz>.
Property Speculation Tax Act, s 20(2); and Inland Revenue Department, above n 45.
Property Speculation Tax Act, ss 18-19; and Inland Revenue Department, above n 45.
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hoc changes to the tax system, including the notorious addition of a sales tax
of up to 60 per cent on a range of specific goods, including caravans and
outboard motors for boats.4 8
By the early 1980s, the New Zealand tax system was widely
perceived as unfair and inefficient, and was increasingly unable to meet the
government's revenue requirements.49 It was heavily dependent on income
tax. Nevertheless, extensive tax concessions for the self-employed and
companies (intended to incentivise activities seen as having social or
economic merit) meant that most of the income tax burden fell on
employees. This created a narrow taxation base requiring high tax rates (the
top marginal income tax rate was 60 per cent) to raise the necessary
revenue.5" In addition, a stagnating economy coupled with high inflation
made for a bleak economic outlook. The doubling cost of welfare since the
1950s added to the difficulty of balancing the books for the 1982 Budget.5'
In setting the Budget, the government considered the April 1982 Report of
the Task Force on Tax Reform (McCaw Report) along with 120 other
documents from the Treasury and various government departments.52
1 The 1982 McCaw Report
The Task Force had been set up a year earlier to review the architecture of
the New Zealand tax system and make recommendations as to whether it
was meeting present needs. The resulting report concluded that a radical
restructuring of the tax system was required. This would include moving to a
less progressive personal income tax scale with fewer and lower tax rates, as
well as introducing an indirect, consumption-based tax. Nevertheless, it
advised against introducing a CGT in New Zealand "at this time".53 The
Committee considered that a CGT, while equitable and justified in principle,
would not generate significant revenue and would make the system more
complex. Additionally, the report seemed to conclude that it would be
inappropriate to tax capital gains on rural land. As significant increases in
rural land value at the time were "probably related directly to certain
incentives currently available to the business and agricultural sectors",
taxing any capital gains on the land would undermine those policies.54 This
reasoning seems somewhat tenuous at best. Presumably the aim of those
policies was to support the farming sector to generate profit from its
agricultural enterprises rather than from the sale of its capital assets.
48
49
50
51

52
53
54

Customs Acts Amendment Act 1980, sch 2.
P M McCaw and others Report of the Task Forceon Tax Reform (April 1982) at [1.10], [5.2], [6.2],
[6.32], [6.116], [6.183] and [7.75] [McCaw Report].
At [2.11].
Paul Dalziel "Spending in the economy - Spending in difficult times" (13 July 2012) Te Am
<www.teara.govt.nz>; and "Social welfare and the state: Rogemomics" Te Papa
<www.tepapa.govt.nz>.
McCaw Report, above n 49; and see Barry Gustafson His Way: A Biography of Robert Muldoon
(Auckland University Press, Auckland, 2000) at 334.
McCaw Report, above n 49, at [10.23].
At [10.30]-[10.31].
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The Task Force was also concerned that a CGT would cause
taxpayers to defer realising assets or neutralise gains by realising capital
losses on other assets. Furthermore, the Committee noted that s 67 of the
Income Tax Act 1976 (now ss CB 2-CB 23 of the ITA) already provided a
wide code for assessing profits made on the sale of land, which "reduce[d]
the need for a specific capital gains tax".55 The McCaw Report concluded
that the Task Force was "not convinced of the need for a separate capital
gains tax, and does not propose its introduction".56
2 The Income Tax Amendment (No 2) Act 1982
In 1982, a report from the Inland Revenue Department highlighted concerns
about some professional people, such as doctors and lawyers, who earned
high incomes and had little scope to reduce their income tax liability though
tax-deductable business expenditure. The Inland Revenue Department was
concerned that a number of such taxpayers were avoiding income tax
liability by using farms or orchards as tax shelters.5 7 Taxpayers could use
losses and tax incentives on a farm or an orchard as a way of writing off
their primary income, as far as tax liability was concerned, thereby avoiding
the high top income tax rate.58 As well as avoiding income taxes,
investments in these kinds of tax shelters could eventually be sold, often
yielding significant capital gains (which also remained untaxed).
Mr Muldoon and the Associate Minister of Finance, the Hon John
Falloon, decided late in the 1982 Budget round to follow the Treasury's
advice and introduce claw-back provisions to address this.59 Section 23 of
the Income Tax Amendment (No 2) Act 1982 applied to all sales of real
property on or after 1 April 1983.60 It operated with the effect of recovering
deductions claimed against real property when that property was sold within
10 years of acquisition. Section 23 became s 129(4) of the Income Tax Act,
and achieved this effect by recovering the "excess" (effectively the capital
gain) from properties sold within this time frame. The recovery sum was up
to the amount of the total deductions allowed in respect of a property ("farm
development expenditure" plus interest payments).6 1 The excess was
calculated by subtracting the original purchase price and the cost of
improvements not allowed as deductions from the sale price of the property.
55
56
57
58

59
60
61

At [10.33]; and see also Part IV of this article.
At [10.36].
Gustafson, above n 52, at 334; and Paul Goldsmith "Taxes: Gradual complication of the tax system
- 1960 to 1984" (13 July 2012) Te Ara <www.teara.govt.nz>.
One example presented to Mr Muldoon involved several professional individuals in a partnership,
who wrote off 82 per cent of their combined income of just over $2,730,000 over the course of three
years. They did so by claiming losses, farm incentives and deductions on a large sheep and cattle
farm in the Wanganui district: Gustafson, above n 52, at 334.
Hugh Templeton All Honourable Men: Inside the Muldoon Cabinet 1975-1984 (Auckland
University Press, Auckland, 1995) at 173.
Income Tax Act 1976, s 23(2).
Section 129(4). See also inserted ss 129(2) and (3); and Inland Revenue Department "Income Tax
Amendment Act (No 2) 1982" (31 May 2013) Inland Revenue at Appendix B <www.ird.govt.nz>.
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The lesser amount (either the excess or the total deductions) was deemed to
be the assessable income of the taxpayer and subject to tax at the taxpayer's
marginal rate in the year in which the property was disposed of. 62 As with
the Property Speculation Tax, this was not a comprehensive CGT in the
modem sense. But it was a further attempt to redefine "income" to capture a
significant chunk of capital gains, albeit via recouping previously allowed
deductions. It was widely seen as a retrospectively imposed CGT as it
functioned to capture capital gains from
up to nine years and 364 days prior
63
to the legislation coming into effect.
With a precarious majority of only one seat after the 1981 election,
the hugely controversial Income Tax Amendment (No 2) Bill 1981 divided
the National Party. Hugh Templeton later wrote that it was "a political
disaster", colourfully describing the 1982 Budget as an "incredible
widdershins budget" and observed:'
On one hand the Grand Muldoonian Freeze sat like a black core at
the heart of this fiery comet. Fizzing in an extended and extremely
dangerous tail was Muldoon's belated attack on his tax problems
called the No. 2 Tax bill.
While the Bill passed into law on 16 December 1982, the Labour Party won
a decisive victory in the snap election 18 months later, ending the Third
National Government.
1987: Sir Roger Douglas Proposes a CGT
With the Rt Hon David Lange as Prime Minister and Sir Roger Douglas as
Minister of Finance, the Fourth Labour Government gave many signals
during its second term that it was seriously considering a CGT. Mr Douglas
announced in the government's Economic Statement of December 1987,
"we shall examine intensively the scope for the introduction of capital gains
and/or asset taxes to lower tax rates further and ensure that all income is
brought within the tax net".65 On Budget night (28 July 1988), Mr Douglas
66
again endorsed the government's intention to proceed with a CGT, stating:
A major objective of our tax reform programme is to tax all forms
of income on a consistent basis. Some capital gains are already
62

63
64

65
66

Subject to spread-back provisions in s 128(4), which allowed a taxpayer to spread the excess
between the year of sale and any of the four preceding years as long as the taxpayer owned the
property for the full year.
By calculating the "excess" based on the initial purchase price of the property, any capital gains over
the period between purchase (prior to enactment of this provision) and sale were captured.
Templeton, above n 59, at 172-173. The Concise Oxford English Dictionary defines "widdershins"
as "in a direction contrary to the sun's course (or anticlockwise), considered as unlucky": Catherine
Soanes and Angus Stevenson (eds) Concise Oxford English Dictionary(I Ith ed, Oxford University
Press, Oxford, 2008) at 1649.
RO Douglas and others Government Economic Statement: 17 December 1987 (Wellington,
December 1987) at 10.
(28 July 1988) 490 NZPD 5568.
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taxed under normal income tax provisions. Many taxpayers can,
however, derive large amounts of income in the form of capital
gains which are not subject to tax. The introduction of an explicit
capital gains tax is likely to be the best means of redressing
deficiencies of this kind. For this reason, I announced in
December that the Government would undertake a comprehensive
review of capital gains and asset taxes.

Both the Valabh and Brash Consultative Committees have
endorsed the Government's initiatives in this area. Public
consultation will be an essential part of the process. However,
more work is needed before the Government will be ready to
prepare a public discussion document. This will be a priority.
Further, in an address in August 1988, the Associate Minister of Finance,
Peter Neilson, told his audience:67
The introduction of a capital gains tax is Government policy.
For equity reasons the Government will introduce a capital gains
tax, but as you can see it will be some time off, since we intend to
get it right.
This was against a background where it was noted that "[v]irtually every
consultative committee appointed to report to the government on taxation
reform since December 1987 has overwhelmingly recommended the
introduction of a capital gains tax."6 8 The only report to the contrary was the
earlier McCaw Report, discussed above.69 The committees that were referred
to as being in favour of a CGT in New Zealand were the 1987 Brash
Committee and the 1988 Valabh Committee, which reported on tax reform
and possible solutions, and international tax reform respectively, and the
Royal Commission on Social Policy.
The Brash Committee, chaired by Dr Donald Brash, had a mandate
from Mr Douglas to provide a general report on the tax system.7y The report,
entitled Comprehensive Tax Reform and Possible Interim Solutions (Brash
Report), was released in June 1987.71 While recognising a number of
practical and political difficulties around introducing a CGT, it was firmly in
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68
69
70

71

Peter Neilson (speech to the Waikato Branch of the New Zealand Society of Accountants, 16 August
1988) as cited in Looking Ahead to a Capital Gains Tax in New Zealand (Commerce Clearing
House New Zealand, Auckland, 1988) at 61.
Commerce Clearing House New Zealand, above n 67, at 2.
At 2.
David White "Income and Consumption Taxes in New Zealand: The Political Economy of BroadBase, Low-Rate Reform in a Small Open Economy" in John G Head and Richard Krever (eds) Tax
Reform in the 21st Century: A Volume in Memory of RichardMusgrave (Kluwer Law International,
Alphen ann den Rijn (The Netherlands), 2009) 95 at 122.
D Brash and others Comprehensive Tax Reform and PossibleInterim Solutions (June 1987) [Brash
Report] as cited in White, above n 70, at 122.
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all gains,
favour of introducing one, preferring a comprehensive tax on
72
whether income or capital, at an internationally competitive rate.
Arthur Valabh chaired the Valabh Committee. In its report,
International Tax Reform - Part 1: Report of the Consultative Committee
(Valabh Report), the Committee stated that "[t]he lack of the comprehensive
taxation of capital gains in New Zealand is the last outstanding gap in our
tax system"." It recommended that the "next step in the Government's tax
reform programme should be to extend the tax base to include capital gains
as soon as it is feasible to do so"."4
The Royal Commission on Social Policy also strongly favoured
taxing capital gains.75 In the Report of the Royal Commission on Social
Policy (April Report), the Commission found that a CGT would make New
Zealand a fairer society and improve economic efficiency.76 It concluded
that "the argument for taxing capital gains is overwhelming"."
Against that background, the CCH Tax Editors published a book
Ahead to a Capital Gains Tax in New Zealand. The
entitled Looking
78
foreword reads:
It is now apparent that the Government is determined to introduce
a capital gains tax in New Zealand. It is regarded by the
Government and its advisers as a necessary link in the chain of
reforms aimed at promoting a neutral tax regime, minimising
opportunities for tax evasion and ensuring a non-distortionary tax
system. ... The book is designed to provide a useful insight into
the issues which will confront taxpayers and their advisers.
This foreword, written in October 1988, demonstrated the expectation that a
comprehensive capital gains regime would be introduced at any time.
Unfortunately, the CCH Tax Editors' crystal ball was not giving accurate
readings. A CGT is yet to be introduced, over 25 years later.
As it turned out, Mr Lange's increasing unhappiness with the
direction that Mr Douglas was taking, followed by the report of the
Consultative Committee on the Taxation of Income from Capital in March
1990, meant that the CGT proposal was dropped.
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Brash, above n 71, at 2-3 and 16-17; and White, above n 70, at 122.
Arthur Valabh and others International Tax Reform Part 1: Report of the Consultative Committee
(Consultative Committee on Full Imputation and International Tax Reform, March 1988) at [8.1.2]
[ Valabh Report].
Valabh Report at [8.1.4].
Ivor Richardson and others The April Report: Report of the Royal Commission on Social Policy
(The Royal Commission on Social Policy, April 1988) vol 3(2) [April Report].
The report, covering an extremely wide range of issues within the definition of social policy, was so
mammoth that it was published in five books and weighed almost six kilograms. There are reports of
it being used as a doorstop at the Commission's farewell party: see Margaret McClure A Civilised
Community: A History of Social Security in New Zealand 1898-1998 (Auckland University Press,
Auckland, 1998) at 227-228 as cited in Jo Barnes and Paul Harris "Still Kicking? The Royal
Commission on Social Policy, 20 years on" (2011) 37 Social Policy Journal of New Zealand I at 10.
April Report, above n 75, at 451.
Commerce Clearing House New Zealand, above n 67, at iii.
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Mr Douglas' preferred option for the 1987 Budget included the sale
of most government assets, an extension of user charges in public health and
education, a rise in GST from 10 per cent to 15 per cent and the eventual
achievement of a flat 15 per cent rate of income tax. Mr Lange later wrote,
"[i]t was an unaccustomed addition to the burdens of office to have the
finance minister take leave of his senses" .7 After a show of unity for the
general election in August, Mr Douglas continued to promote these ideas
when the Labour Party returned to power for a second term. 8" Cabinet agreed
to a statement of principle that supported a flat income tax rate and a new
form of income assistance called the "guaranteed minimum family income"
(known as GMFI) in December 1987.11 In addition, Mr Douglas proposed a
separate CGT, which the Consultative Committee on the Taxation of Income
from Capital was tasked with considering.
However, tension between the Prime Minister and Mr Douglas grew,
with Mr Lange feeling deeply unhappy about the extent of his government's
retreat from what he considered to be traditional Labour values.82 On 28
January 1988, the Prime Minister made a unilateral announcement to the
media that a flat tax was off the agenda. This came two days after Mr Lange
had promised his Cabinet that he and Mr Douglas would not say anything
publicly about the issue for several weeks while Mr Douglas was overseas
and further information was being assembled by the Treasury and Social
Welfare - and after Mr Lange had vowed to support the Cabinet proposal.83
The flat income tax proposal was abandoned following Mr Lange's
announcement. Mr Lange and Mr Douglas hastily patched together a
compromise in February 1988. The company tax rate was dropped from 48
to 28 per cent. Additionally, the personal income tax rates were cut from a
top marginal rate of 66 per cent to a two-step scale of 24 per cent on incomes
up to $30,000 per annum and 33 per cent on any income above that. But
internal disunity remained, with differing views about economic policy and
taxation continuing to be a "crucial flash point". 84 When Mr Douglas
released a letter and press statement stating lack of confidence in Mr Lange
in December 1988, Mr Lange treated this as a resignation and replaced Mr
Douglas with the Hon David Caygill. Despite failing to achieve the bold and
radical revision that he aimed for, Mr Douglas has still been described as the
"most successful tax reformer of the 1980s".
79
80
81
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David Lange My Life (Viking, Auckland, 2005) at 237.
Michael Bassett Working with David: Inside the Lange Cabinet (Hodder Moa, Auckland, 2010) at
250-252.
At 302-306 and 324-325.
At 328-345.
Goldsmith, above n 13, at 303.
At 306. See also Jack Vowles and Peter Aimer Voters' Vengeance: The 1990 Election in New
Zealand and the Fate of the Fourth Labour Government (Auckland University Press, Auckland,
1993) at 186.
If the percentage rate changes of individual income tax and company tax and the introduction of
GST are taken together: see Cedric Sandford Successful Tax Reform: Lessons from an Analysis of
Tax Reform in Six Countries (Fiscal Publications, Bath, 1993) at 203 as cited in White, above n 70,
at 115.
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With a deeply divided government remaining, Mr Lange's own
resignation as Prime Minister came in July 1989. Meanwhile, the
Consultative Committee on the Taxation of Income from Capital, also
chaired by Arthur Valabh, had been specifically commissioned to consider a
tax on capital gains.86 The Committee's Consultative Document on the
Taxation of Income from Capital, released in December 1989, outlined
arguments for taxing capital gains, including that it would make the tax
system fairer. It considered that in a tax system where the primary test of
liability is the ability to pay, capital gains (accrued or realised) constituted an
increase in ability to pay in a similar way to receipts of wages, salaries,
interest and dividends. Additionally, a CGT would increase efficiency (by
ensuring that there was no tax bias towards investments yielding capital
gains), raise further revenue (allowing other tax rates to be lowered) and
remove any motivation to convert otherwise taxable income into non-taxable
capital gains. However, on 9 March 1990, the Committee, while still
strongly favouring a tax on capital gains, advised that the Income Tax Act
had an unsatisfactory structure. It concluded that it was not feasible to
introduce a new CGT without first redrafting the core provisions of the
Income Tax Act.87 Efforts to redraft the Income Tax Act began, but the focus
had shifted and the government backed away from a CGT. When the
Economic Statement was announced on 20 March 1990, the CGT proposal
was off the agenda.88 Instead, Mr Caygill continued Mr Douglas' asset sales
programme, increased GST from 10 to 12.5 per cent and increased the
company tax rate from 28 per cent back to 33 per cent.89 The Labour Party,
now on its third leader, proceeded to lose the October election by the biggest
landslide in 50 years.9"
Further Recommendations Regarding a CGT
Subsequent National and Labour governments for the next 20 years were
generally opposed to a CGT in their official policies. Former Minister of
Finance Michael Cullen expressed the prevailing attitude towards
introducing a CGT when he allegedly described it as "political suicide". 9
Capital gains remained largely off the political agenda, aside from two
further working groups that were commissioned to re-examine the issue one each by Labour and National - along with the inevitable publicity and

86
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Arthur Valabh and others Consultative Document on the Taxation of Income from Capital
(December 1989).
See Arthur Valabh and others Discussion Paper on the Core Provisions of the Income Tax Act 1976
(Valabh Committee, September 1990) at Appendix 3.
David Caygill Government Economic Statement: 20 March 1990 (March 1990); Alvin Man Hung
Cheng "Explorations of Structure and Choice in Taxing Capital Gains: New Zealand Tax Experts'
Perspectives" (PhD Thesis, University of Waikato, 2010) at 59-60; and Goldsmith, above n 13, at
307.
Caygill, above n 88; and Goldsmith, above n 13, at 306.
Vowles and Aimer, above n 84.
(6 July 2011) 673 NZPD 19827.
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debate that stirred whenever a CGT was recommended by a nongovernmental organisation.
1 The 2001 McLeod Tax Review
In 2000, during the Fifth Labour Government, the OECD suggested that
New Zealand consider implementing a comprehensive, realisation-based
CGT as one of two key recommendations for improving the New Zealand
tax system.92 Following this, the Labour Government commissioned a
general, independent tax review in 2001." The resulting report came to be
known as the McLeod Report, after the review's chairman, Robert
McLeod. 4 Like previous working groups, the Committee agreed that the
argument for taxing capital gains was theoretically strong.95 While it
acknowledged that an accrual-based CGT would be both efficient and fair, it
dismissed this as a "theoretical concept that can never be fully achieved
under any real-world income tax".96 Unlike the previous working groups on
the subject, the Committee did not view a realisation-based CGT as an
achievable alternative. In its Issues Paper, the Committee argued that taxing
capital gains on a realisation basis would effectively amount to a
transactional tax on the disposal of assets, "analogous to a stamp duty".97 It
argued that deducting capital losses would provide strong incentives to defer
realising gains on assets that had increased in value. As a result, this would
accelerate the realisation of assets that had decreased in value - a
"behavioural response, which cannot be prevented under a realisations-based
tax".98 Further, the Issues Paper raised concerns that a realisation-based CGT
would add complexity to the tax system, as well as creating new problems
around the definition of "realised" and the issue of whether to provide
rollover relief (and if so, how to structure it).99 The Committee concluded
that a general realisation-based CGT would not improve the tax system's
fairness or efficiency, lower tax avoidance, or lower other tax rates by
increasing revenue.1"0 As a result, it recommended that this form of CGT not
be adopted or considered again in the future. It stated that "the disadvantages
of taxing capital gains on a realisation basis outweighed any theoretical
benefits from extending the base in this way". °1 The Committee preferred
continuing the "pragmatic" approach of dealing with capital gains as they
The other recommendation was to consider taxing imputed rents (the amount of money at market
rent level that would change hands in owner-occupancy if the owner and the occupier of real estate
was not the same person): OECD Economic Surveys: New Zealand 2000 (OECD Publishing, Paris,
2000) at 164.
93 McLeod Report, above n 8.
94 See Michael Cullen "Tax review panel - right team for the job" (5 October 2000) beehive.govt.nz
<beehive.govt.nz>.
95 2001 Issues Paper,above n 8, at [2.28].
96 At [2.9].
97 2001 Issues Paper,at [2.28].
98 At [2.28]-[2.29].
99 At [2.30].
100 McLeod Report, at [3.14].
101 At [3.8].
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arose, if and when their exclusion from the tax base caused revenue concerns
or inefficiencies. °2 It cited the experiences of other countries with separate
CGTs to support these conclusions, even though the overall experience of all
of those countries seems to indicate the opposite - all have enacted a CGT
and none have made any moves to repeal it.'0 3
The Committee did acknowledge the problems created in some areas
by the absence of a tax on capital gains, particularly the influence that tax
considerations have on investment decisions. It proposed a "Risk-Free
Return Method" (RFRM) of taxing capital gains, multiplying the asset value
at the start of the financial year by a statutory risk-free rate of return and then
taxing the result at an investor's marginal rate. 1" Taken to its logical
conclusion, an across-the-board RFRM tax would apply to people's personal
residences, from which most derive no income. However, in its final report,
the McLeod Committee recommended the adoption of an RFRM tax on
savings and investment entities only.' 0 5 The RFRM Tax proposal generated
some interest and discussion, but by January 2003, Michael Cullen described
it as "not dead, but not kicking either". 0 6
2 The OECDAgain Recommends Consideringa CGT
In 2007, the OECD repeated its recommendation that New Zealand should
consider taxing capital gains. It suggested either taxing capital gains using a
comprehensive income tax or a dual income ("Nordic") approach. The
Nordic option would normally tax capital gains at a lower rate than a
comprehensive income tax, where capital gains would be caught as normal
income and generally taxed at a taxpayer's marginal rate.Y°7
3 The National Government's 2010 Tax Working Group
With the Global Financial Crisis biting in, the Rt Hon Helen Clark's Labour
Government lost the general election in 2008 and the Fifth National
Government took office. In May 2009, a Tax Working Group (TWG),
comprised of legal and economic experts, was formed. The TWG was tasked
with informing public debate on taxation issues and identifying the major
taxation issues that the government would need to consider regarding
medium-term tax policy.'0 8 The group considered it desirable to broaden the
tax base and looked at three options for achieving this: a land tax, a RFRM
tax and a CGT.

2001 Issues Paper,at [2.35]-[2.37).
At [2.31].
McLeod Report, above n 8, at III.
At [3.15]-[3.16].
Brian Fallow "Brian Fallow: Plotting a course through thicket of tax reform" The New Zealand
Herald(online ed, Auckland, 30 January 2003).
107 OECD EconomicSurveys: New Zealand2007 (OECD Publishing, Paris, 2007) at 117-120.
108 A Tax System for New Zealand's Future: Report of the Victoria University of Wellington Tax
Working Group (Victoria University of Wellington, Wellington, 2010) at 5 [TWG Report].
102
103
104
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The TWG's final report, released on 20 January 2010,
acknowledged that the "most comprehensive option for base-broadening
with respect to the taxation of capital is to introduce a comprehensive capital
gains tax". °9 However, the Working Group reported that most of its
members had "significant concerns over the practical challenges arising from
a comprehensive CGT and the potential distortions and other efficiency
implications that may arise from a partial CGT"." ° In February 2010, after
reviewing the report, Rt Hon John Key told Parliament that a CGT would
not be introduced. Neither would a RFRM tax or a land tax. Mr Key stated
that a comprehensive CGT "would make the tax system more complex to
administer and comply with, and may encourage taxpayers to hold on to
assets longer simply to avoid tax"."'
Public discussion around a CGT continued. The New Zealand
Herald ran a series of articles in January 2011 on the possibility of a CGT,
all of which generated hundreds of online comments from readers.' 12 In
March 2011, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) joined the discussion.
Ray Brooks, the IMF Mission Chief for Australia and New Zealand,
announced in a media conference during his annual visit that he would be
advising the government to widen the tax base for capital gains and
introduce a land tax. Before the recommendations were officially presented
to Finance Minister Bill English, Mr Key reiterated that a CGT and a land
tax were off the agenda."3 In April, the OECD again recommended the
adoption of a CGT, citing distortions in savings and portfolio allocation
decisions in favour of investment in housing as the primary reason. 114
Additionally, an OECD Working Paper entitled Policies to Rebalance
Housing Markets in New Zealand was released on 1 July 2011. It
recommended eliminating tax incentives:" 5
... that bias savings decisions towards housing investment by
introducing a comprehensive tax on capital gains realised beyond
the year of implementation, allowing rollover relief (until death)
for primary residences to mitigate lock-in effects.

109 At 11.
110 At 11.
111 John Key "Statement to Parliament" [2008-2011] 17 AJHR J8 at 5-6; and Rob Hosking "Land tax,
RFRM tax, capital gains tax all out - Key" The NationalBusiness Review (online ed, New Zealand,
9 February 2010).
112 Chye-Ching Huang and Craig Elliffe "Discarded tax solutions deserve another look" The New
ZealandHerald (online ed, Auckland, 7 January 2011); Chye-Ching Huang and Craig Elliffe "Hard
to argue with benefits of capital gains tax" The New Zealand Herald (online ed, Auckland, 11
January 2011); and Chye-Ching Huang and Craig Elliffe "Busting the myths of a capital gains tax"
The New Zealand Herald(online ed, Auckland, 12 January 2011).
113 Alex Tarrant "IMF recommends to govt to broaden capital gains tax base and introduce a land tax.
Your view?" (21 March 2011) interest.co.nz <www.interest.co.nz>.
114 OECD Economic Surveys: New Zealand 2011, above n 3, at 17.
115 Cheung, above n 1, at 31.
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The Paper noted that a partial exemption of capital gains on primary
residences would be a "second best approach if it facilitates public
acceptance of the tax".' 16
2011: Labour's General Election Platform
On 6 July 2011, the Labour Opposition under leader Phil Goff announced
that a CGT was the centre-piece of their tax policy for the November 2011
election campaign." 7
Labour's 2011 policy envisaged a CGT levied at a flat rate of 15 per
cent on a realisation basis." 8 Gifting would count as realisation and trigger
the tax but inheriting would not." 9 The lower tax rate on capital gains
compared to the tax rates on other personal or company income was
intended to roughly approximate an allowance for inflation. 20 Furthermore,
the tax would not take any past capital gains into account, applying only to
capital gains from the date of implementation.' 12 The CGT would not apply
to the family home but would capture the sale of a bach or farmland,
although there would be an exemption for the main farm residence and land
around it used for domestic use (if this was the main residence of the
seller). 122 Share sales would also be caught. 123 Losses on assets could be
carried forward and offset against future capital gains but would be ring
fenced and not able to be offset against other income. 124 Assets currently
taxed at a taxpayer's marginal rate (so already caught by one of the ITA
provisions that taxed capital gains by deeming it income) would continue to
be taxed as income.

25

Along with the family home, exemptions would also apply for
collectibles (jewellery, antiques, art), personal use items (furniture,
household items), withdrawals from KiwiSaver, lump sum redundancy or
Accident Compensation Corporation (ACC) payments, Christchurch
property for at least five years and small businesses sold for retirement (but
only if the owner was over 55 years old and had owned the business for at
least 15 years, and only the first $250,000 of capital gain would be
exempt).

126

The CGT policy was met with a mixed reaction. The Labour Party
lost the 2011 election but commentators appear to agree that it was not their
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capital gains policy that cost them the election. 127 Introduction of a CGT has
continued to be recommended by various bodies. One of those bodies is the
Savings Working Group, which stated in its March 2013 report that the
Treasury still considered "that a capital gains tax offers the best way of
improving allocative efficiency by reducing economic distortions caused by
gaps in the tax base". 128 However, the report went on to note that Inland
Revenue's current view is that "it is not clear that a CGT that applied on
realisation and exempted the family home would be more efficient than not
having one" and that "the devil is in the detail". 129 In June 2013, the OECD
once again recommended the introduction of a CGT, noting that no action
recommendations of
had been taken on the previous Economic Survey's
13
1
CGT.
realisation-based
comprehensive
introducing a
IV DEATH BY A THOUSAND CUTS: OUR CURRENT PIECEMEAL
APPROACH TO TAXING CAPITAL GAINS
Although New Zealand still does not have a comprehensive CGT and capital
gains are not caught under the definition of taxable income, certain capital
gains are taxed by classifying them as taxable income. This approach creates
a hybrid system in which some gains are excluded from income and not
taxed, some are taxed as they accrue and others are taxed when they are
realised. 131 Unfortunately, this is not a particularly principled approach.
Multiple academics and consultative committees have noted that there is no
conceptual justification or other appropriate basis for singling out profits on
some transactions for special treatment in a statute that taxes income
(defined to otherwise exclude capital gains).' This approach results in
inequity when two taxpayers receiving the same amount of profit are taxed
differently depending on the source of that profit or other factors not directly
related to the transaction itself.'3 3 Our hybrid system has also been criticised
for taxpayers to follow and misleading for foreign
as being 3difficult
14
investors.

127 "Issue by issue, we mark the scorecard" (25 November 2011) stuff.co.nz <www.stuff.co.nz>; and
John Armstrong "Election 2011: Six reasons National won and Labour lost" The New Zealand
Herald (online ed, Auckland, 28 November 2011).
128 Inland Revenue and the Treasury Joint Report: Taxation of Savings and Investment Income
(Ministry of Economic Development, T2012/2470, September 2012) at [18].
129 At 4 and [18].
130 OECD Economic Surveys: New Zealand 2013, above n 3, at 52; and Pattrick Smellie "OECD urges
NZ capital gains tax" The NationalBusiness Review (online ed, New Zealand, 4 June 2013).
131 For example, under the fair dividend rate method.
132 See Holmes, above n 30, at 418; and Huang and Elliffe "Discarded tax solutions deserve another
look", above n 112.
133 For example, in otherwise identical circumstances, someone whose occupation is a builder may be
taxed differently to someone whose occupation is a plumber on any capital gains he or she makes on
the sale of an investment residential property under ss CB 7(l)(c) and CB 11 of the ITA. See
Holmes, above n 30, at 418.
134 Inland Revenue and the Treasury The taxation of capitalgains: Background Paperfor Session 3 of
the Victoria University of Wellington Tax Working Group (September 2009) at 29.
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Yet our system effectively captures the capital gains that lawmakers
regard as particularly deserving of taxation without importing all of the
practical difficulties of an across-the-board CGT. This ad hoc approach has
been employed for the last 98 years and there have been numerous occasions
where it has been successfully implemented to capture further types of
specific capital gains.'35 Consequently, New Zealand has a system of partial
CGT, with a number of well-established ITA provisions designed to capture
certain types of capital gains.
It would require more words than are available in this article to
adequately trace the genesis of each of the relevant provisions, but those
currently contained in subpt CB of the ITA are perhaps the most significant.
Subpart CB deems capital gains from sales of personal property (such as
shares) or real property (such as land) to be taxable income in certain
circumstances.
Sections CB 3-CB 5 set out the personal property rules.
Corresponding deductibility provisions allow for symmetrical treatment,
permitting deductions for expenditure incurred as the cost of property for
which the sales consideration is deemed to be gross income. The combined
effect of these two provisions is that only the net profit derived from the sale,
calculated on a historic cost basis (so with no adjustment made for inflation),
constitutes taxable income. Whether a realised capital gain on the disposal of
personal property is deemed to be income under ss CB 3-CB 5 depends on
the purpose or intention of the vendor at the time of the acquisition of the
property, the purpose of the vendor's undertaking or scheme and the nature
of the vendor's business. The personal property provisions now found in ss
CB 3-CB 5 of the ITA were first introduced in an amendment in 1951 .136
This was a somewhat delayed response to Jones v Leeming, after which the
Australian government immediately introduced what became s 26(a) of the
Act 1936, and the equivalent New
Australian Income Tax Amendment
37
Zealand provision followed suit. 1
Similarly, ss CB 6-CB 23 set out the rules applying to real property
(land). Sections CB 6-CB 15 deem certain capital gains from the sale of real
property to be taxable income. Sections CB 16-CB 23 set out exclusions to
these provisions. The effect of these provisions is to allow the net profit
derived from a sale to constitute taxable income. Whether a realised capital
gain on the disposal of real property is caught by ss CB 6-CB 23 depends
on:

135 Assessable income has included profits from certain land transactions ("if the business of the
taxpayer comprises dealing in such property, or if the property was acquired for the purpose of
selling or otherwise disposing of it at a profit") since 1916, under s 85(c) of the Land and Income
Tax Act 1916.
136 Land and Income Tax Amendment Act 1951 as cited in Policy and Strategy, Inland Revenue
Clarifying the acquisition date of land - An officials' issues paper (Inland Revenue Department,
May 2013) at 16.
137 Jones v Leeming [ 1930] AC 415 (HL).
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(a) the purpose or intention of the vendor at the time the
property was acquired;
(b) the occupation of the taxpayer or associated person
when the land was acquired (land dealer, land developer
or builder) and whether the land was either acquired for
business purposes or disposed of within 10 years of
purchase;
(c) if there was a scheme of development or subdivision
within 10 years or a scheme of major works
commencing at any time; and
(d) if the land was sold within 10 years of acquisition and at
least 20 per cent of profit was due to a change in zoning,
resource consent, district plan or similar.
The initial predecessor to these rules was passed in 1973, following the
recommendations of the Ross Committee. 3 ' The courts had failed to apply
the forerunner to ss CB 3-CB 5 to land transactions and Parliament's
response was to nominate the gains from specific kinds of real property
transactions as taxable income. According to the Hon Wallace Edward
Rowling, the Minister of Finance under Prime Minster Norman Kirk, the
purpose of the new provisions was to ensure that the "existing provisions
relating to the taxation of profits or gains from dealing in real property are
139
strengthened".
These provisions capture "pure" capital gains, that is, capital gain as
is traditionally understood - the excess amount received over the cost price
of an asset. 140 As well as these gains, the business income rules operate to
capture further receipts that would normally be regarded as capital gains but
are treated as ordinary income because they have been generated in the
context of the taxpayer "carrying out activities in the nature of a business
and with intent 1to make a profit", where the business is a business dealing in
14
capital assets.
V CONCLUSION
New Zealand is one of only two OECD countries to lack a broad CGT
regime simply because a modem and comprehensive CGT has never been
successfully legislated. Beyond this superficial reason, capital gains are not
138 See s 88AA in s 9(1) of the Land and Income Tax Amendment Act 1973; and Holmes, above n 30,
at 385-386.
139 Per Hon WE Rowling, who moved the House for a second reading of the Land and Income Tax
(Annual) Bill 1973: see (6 September 1973) 385 NZPD 3313.
140 Holmes, above n 30, at 383.
141 See ss CB 1(1) (with "business" defined in s YA 1 and as per Grieve v Commissioner ofInland
Revenue [1984] 1 NZLR 101 (CA)), CB 1(2) and CB 5 in relation to personal property; and see ss
CB 7(l)(a) and CB 9 in relation to real property.
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captured and taxed broadly as ordinary income under our ITA because of the
way income tax and the understanding of income has developed in the
United Kingdom. The traditional trust law based understanding of income
has been carried through to the tax system of New Zealand. As the Royal
142
Commission on Social Policy, chaired by Sir Ivor Richardson, observed:
With hindsight it seems surprising that concepts of trust law were
considered an appropriate substitute for a direct focus on
economic efficiency and equity concerns in the raising of taxes.
The question of whether to introduce a CGT or not is now approaching 50
years of discussion. It has been examined by at least eight committees and
recommended repeatedly by the OECD, IMF, Treasury and Inland Revenue.
Two attempts to introduce a CGT, under David Lange and Roger Douglas in
the late 1980s, and during Labour's unsuccessful 2011 general election
campaign, have failed. Several other attempts to significantly extend the ad
hoc taxation of capital gains - notably the Property Speculation Tax of
1973 and Robert Muldoon's Tax Amendment Act (No 2) in 1982 - have
been highly unpopular and divisive, contributing to the demise of the
government responsible for them and ending with rapid repeal.
Notwithstanding this, some capital gains are captured by New
Zealand's income tax net through the operation of a number of provisions in
the ITA that deem certain types of capital gains, in specific circumstances, to
be taxable income. These provisions have been successfully added to the
relevant income tax legislation at various points in time, surviving negative
public opinion and successive governments to become an accepted part of
the landscape of our tax system. This has left New Zealand with a partial
CGT - a hybrid, ad hoc system, that selectively captures some capital gains
but not others, without any principled basis. Whether we continue down this
track in the near future or move to join the rest of the OECD with a broad
CGT remains to be seen. With the two largest Opposition parties, Labour
and the Green Party, advocating consistently for a CGT, each general
election may be taking us one big step closer to change. 143

142 April Report, above n 75, at 450.
143 "Capital Gains Tax - A Smarter Tax" Green: Green Party of Aotearoa New Zealand
<www.greens.org.nz>.

